
Show Number Title Episode Description
WEEK # Week of:

1 27-Dec OA-LAE-LC0501 Downsizing for Bass
Al and Troy Lindner spend the day using smaller baits —like the Rapala OG Tiny 4 

and VMC Neg jigs — to catch bass during the early season. 

2 3-Jan OA-LAE-LC0502 High-Speed Walleye Tactics

Rapala Jigging Raps and jigs rigged with soft plastics have proven to some of the 

best bait options for catching walleyes. Watch Jeremy Smith and Ty Sjodin cover 

lots of water to catch loads of walleyes using the new popular color options. 

3 10-Jan OA-LAE-LC0503 Lake Vermillion Bass

Lake Vermilion is famous for many reasons, including the amazing scenery and 

fabulous fishing. On today's Angling Edge, James Lindner and Jake Wallace tap 

into the excellent smallmouth fishing during the summer peak. 

4 17-Jan OA-LAE-LC0504 Jerkbaiting Crappie

When people think about crappie fishing, using jerkbaits is not the first 

presentation that comes to mind. In this must-see episode of Lindner's Angling 

Edge, Jeremy Smith and Matt Parker show you how crankbaits can be equally if 

not more productive than any other option. 

5 24-Jan OA-LAE-LC0505 Fishing in Superior Country
Today on Lindner's Angling Edge, James Lindner and Jake Walleye visit Superior 

Country in Ontario, Canada, to catch multi-species of fish on various lures

6 31-Jan OA-LAE-LC0506 Open Water Trolling Musky

Throughout the season, fish migrate and swim to different locations depending on 

the season. On today's show, Jeremy Smith and Doug Wagner target the mighty 

musky using open water trolling tactics to intercept and catch these beasts. 
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7 7-Feb OA-LAE-LC0507 Jigging up Walleye

Jigs are one of the most popular and favorite lures used to catch walleyes. On 

today's show, Jeremy Smith and Ty Sjodin use Hardball jigs and soft plastics for 

jigging up old marble eyes. 

8 14-Feb OA-LAE-LC0508 Cranking up Summer Peak Bass

During the summer peak, bass position on a variety of structures in different 

depths. Today Al and James Lindner use their electronics to pinpoint fish location 

and depth, then deploy lures designed to dive right into the strike zone. 

9 21-Feb OA-LAE-LC0509 Finding White Bass in Spring

White bass are hard-fighting, aggressive fish that are an absolute blast to catch, 

particularly when congregating in large schools during the spring. On today's 

show, James Lindner and Jeremy Smith show you how to find and catch these 

tenacious biters and fighters on crankbaits. 

10 28-Feb OA-LAE-LC0510 Ned Rigging

One of the most straightforward and productive lures on the fishing scene in 

recent years is called the Ned Rig. Watch James and Troy Lindner catch both 

Largemouth and Smallmouth using the now-famous Ned Rig. 

11 7-Mar OA-LAE-LC0511 Scanning for Shallow Walleye

Today's electronics, like Side Images and MegaLIVE, make it much easier to find 

schools of walleyes in shallow water, then deploy classic jigging tactics known for 

triggering walleyes in the shallows. 

12 14-Mar OA-LAE-LC0512 Hair Jigging Bass

Hair Jigs have made a huge comeback in recent times, and they work for a variety 

of fish. On today's show, Legendary Al Lindner and his son Troy deploy hair jigs 

to catch bass in the shallows. 

13 21-Mar OA-LAE-LC0513 How to Catch Walleye in Tough Conditions

Fishing isn't always easy. Generally, there are always some variables that make it 

a little more difficult than you had envisioned. On today's show, James Lindner 

and Jeremy Smith show you how to catch walleyes even when your dealt a 

challenging hand. 


